Rolfe’s Introduction – U.S.

Rolfe Carawan is a keynote speaker, coach and consultant for forward-thinking leaders and organizations around the world, delivering his proven strategies for being Tougher than the Times.

His practical message is igniting a fire of action from main street to capitol hill. It became the motivating theme for a National Championship football team and moved Congressman Randy Forbes to partner with him in spreading this timely message through a new book, Run to the Roar: A Fable of Choice, Courage and Hope.

Though he has received numerous honors, his most cherished honor was being designated “Dad of the Year” by his 7-year-old daughter!

However(pause)...

as a **teenager**, his daughter now **disavows** ever having given such an award.

**Known for his warmth, humor and insight; please join me in welcoming Rolfe Carawan...**